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General Comment
As technology advancements, contemporarily, are largely developed with digital technologies and for a digital
economy, an important critical infrastructure for this are the telecommunication technologies of a State. As the
developing Internet-of-Things and IPv6 are foundational for the next generation digital economy, technologies
including Artificial Intelligence applications that form the basis for such telecommunication developments have
to be protected by the United States and for its Allies, such as the safety, security and reliability of important
telecommunication, that dirrectly affects national security operations, are not easily procured, transmitted or
analysed for vulnerability exploitation by adversaries.
Whilst several Artificial Intelligence methods such as Neural Networks etc., are listed on the sensitive
technology list for export control, what is critically missing are related IoT, IPv6 and communications
engineering technologies such as TCP/IP advancements that will be foundational for telecommunication
developments in the near future.
A important addendum to the list would be a functionally defined list as well, that includes direct application to
telecommunication engineering. So, any Artificial Intelligence technology and its related research and
advancements, if applicable and critical for telecommunication protocol engineering, should be added to the
sensitive technology and export control list.
Today, the United States and its allies are largely exposed to the previous uncontrolled availabilities of the
functionally telecommunication based technologies, such as TCP/IP, VoIP and similar technologies that has
resulted in potential state sponsored cyberterrorism and various other forms of attack, that compromise vital
information and e-space of the US and Allies. Taking a functionally based approach to listing sensitive and
export controlled technologies would certainly assist in preventing future digital economy safety and security
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features.
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